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Key topic 1 Anglo-Saxon England and  the Norman Conquest, 1060–66

2 Edward the Confessor and the succession crisis
2.1 The House of Godwin
The Godwin family was the most powerful family in England and was even
wealthier than King Edward. As earls, Harold Godwinson and his brothers
controlled much of the country by the early 1060s. Harold had a strong claim to
the throne as the leading nobleman and soon put this forward on the death of
Edward.

2.2 Harold Godwinson
l

l
l
l

l

l

On his father’s death in 1053, Harold Godwinson became Earl of Wessex. His
brother, Tostig, became Earl of Northumbria in 1055.
His sister, Edith Godwinson, was the wife of King Edward.
The Godwinsons held much power in the Witan.
Harold put down rebellions in Wales for King Edward and these successes
brought Harold widespread support among nobles and Church leaders.
He made a ‘Danish marriage’ (no church ceremony) with Edith Swan-neck
in 1045 and they had several children.
Harold officially married Edith of Mercia around the time of the Norman
invasion. It is thought that the marriage was political: it gave Harold a closer
link with Mercia and would secure the support of Edith’s brother, Morcar,
Earl of Northumbria.

2.3 Harold’s embassy to Normandy, Tostig’s actions,
the death of Edward
l

l

l

The Bayeux Tapestry shows Harold going to Normandy in 1064 to confirm
Edward’s promise of the English throne to William of Normandy.
When Harold was captured by Guy of Ponthieu, he was freed from captivity
by William. Later, Harold rescued some of William’s men in a battle.
The tapestry shows Harold promising to help William win the throne on
Edward’s death. The breaking of the promise is also shown.

Tostig
l

l

l

l

Tostig was one of Harold’s brothers and became Earl of Northumbria in 1055.
As earl he brought stability to his province but was eventually criticised for his
tyrannical rule.
In October 1065, some nobles, led by Edwin of Mercia and his brother
Morcar, attacked Tostig and his supporters. King Edward banished Tostig, and
Morcar became the new Earl of Northumbria.
Harold Godwinson supported Morcar, his brother-in-law, and suggested that
he would be more able to defend the north of England from Scottish invasion.
Tostig saw his own brother support a rival and from this point the two brothers
became sworn enemies. Tostig went into exile and with his supporters began
to attack the east coast of England.

The death of Edward the Confessor
l
l

Edith Godwinson  Sister
of Harold and Tostig,
married to King Edward
Edith of Mercia  Married
Harold Godwinson around
the time of King Edward’s
death
Edith Swan-neck  Harold
Godwinson’s first wife
Edwin of Mercia  Son of
the Earl of Mercia. He
became Earl of Mercia
in 1062
Morcar  Son of the Earl of
Mercia. He became Earl
of Northumbria in 1065
William of Normandy  
The first cousin once
removed of King Edward
Key terms
Bayeux Tapestry  
An embroidered cloth,
about 70 metres long,
illustrating events
leading up to the Norman
Conquest and made
between 1066 and 1077
Chronology  The
arrangement of events or
dates in the order of their
occurrence
Tyrannical  Using power
in a cruel or unreasonable
way

Revision task
Why does the Bayeux
Tapestry show Harold
Godwinson confirming
Edward the Confessor’s
promise of the throne to
William of Normandy?
Exam tip
The events leading to
1066 are complicated.
Make sure you know their
chronology thoroughly.
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l

8

Edward died on 5 January 1066.
It is thought that on his deathbed Edward specified that Harold Godwinson
look after the kingdom, thus giving Harold an even stronger claim to the
throne.
There were no witnesses to Edward’s offer.

Key individuals
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Place the events between 1053 and 1066 listed below in the correct chronological sequence in the
timeline.
Date

A Edwin and Morcar in conflict with Tostig
B Death of Edward the Confessor
C Tostig Godwinson became Earl of
Northumbria
D Bayeux Tapestry shows Harold Godwinson
visiting Normandy
E Death of Harold Godwinson’s father
F Tostig exiled
G Harold Godwinson became king

Event

Eliminate irrelevance
Below is an exam-style question and part of an answer. Some parts of the answer are not relevant to
the question. Identify these and draw a line through the information that is irrelevant, justifying your
deletions in the margin.
Describe two features of Harold Godwinson’s attempts to secure his claim to the throne after Edward.

One feature was that he was a major landowner and this made him rich. He wanted to show he
was a good military leader. He put down revolts in Wales and won the praise of King Edward. This
improved his standing. His brother was Earl of Northumbria and Harold was married to Edith.
A second feature was that he was not on good terms with his brother Tostig. Harold
strengthened his claim by offering support to Morcar when he became Earl of Northumbria and
married Morcar’s sister and the marriage gave him even more influence in England.
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Key topic 2 William I in power:  securing the kingdom, 1066–87

4 The revolt of the earls, 1075
The last real threatening rebellion came in 1075. The reasons are not clear and the
rebels were soon removed. The revolt is often seen as marking the end of the
English resistance to William.

4.1 The reasons for and features of the revolt
The reasons for the revolt are not fully clear:
l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

Two powerful Norman families were to be united by marriage – the
fitzOsberns and the de Gaels.
It is thought that William did not approve of the marriage between Emma
fitzOsbern and Ralph, Earl of Norfolk.
Roger fitzOsbern, Earl of Hereford, was involved. He inherited land from
his father, who had been a close friend of William. It is thought that Roger felt
that he should have inherited more land and been accorded greater status by
William.
It is thought that Ralph, Earl of Norfolk, had similar complaints as fitzOsbern
about William.
Waltheof, Earl of Northumbria, an English earl, was also disappointed after
having been given only part of the earldom.
The earls wanted to dethrone William, who was away in Normandy. They
planned to divide the country between themselves. They hoped to gain Danish
support.
Waltheof told William’s regent, Archbishop Lanfranc, about the plot. Lanfranc
sent two armies north and prevented the rebels’ forces from joining together.
It is not known why Waltheof told Lanfranc about the plot.

4.2 The defeat of the earls and its effects
l
l
l

l
l
l
l

The revolt was very poorly planned.
There was little support from the local populations.
Danish forces arrived late, attacked York and plundered it and then returned
home.
Ralph and his wife went to Brittany, having fled from the forces sent by Odo.
Roger had his lands confiscated and was imprisoned until his death.
Waltheof was imprisoned and then beheaded. He was the last English earl.
There were no more revolts after this one.

Key individuals
Odo  Half-brother of King
William. He was Bishop of
Bayeux in Normandy
Ralph  Son of one of
William’s chief advisers
who was given large
areas of land after the
Battle of Hastings
Roger fitzOsbern  Son of
William fitzOsbern who
was one of William’s chief
Norman supporters and
was rewarded with large
amounts of land after
Hastings
Waltheof  The last
Anglo-Saxon earl. He
was son of Siward, Earl
of Northumbria, and was
given his father’s lands by
William

Revision task
Draw a timeline from 1066
to 1075 showing the major
events of William’s reign.
Exam tip
Ensure that you learn
carefully the names of the
various participants.

20
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Below is a list of statements about the revolt of the earls. Identify with a tick those which are statements
of causation about the revolt.
Disappointed nobles
William out of the country
Danish forces arrived late
The marriage of Roger and Emma brought two powerful families together
Archbishop Lanfranc was told about the plot
Waltheof less powerful than Norman nobles

How important
Complete the table below.
l Briefly summarise why each factor contributed to the failure of the revolt of the earls.
l Make a decision about the importance of each factor in the failure of the revolt. Give a brief
explanation for each choice.
Factor

Key features

Decisive

Important

Quite important

Roger of Hereford wanted
more power
Ralph of Norfolk
Waltheof
Danish forces failed to arrive
on time

Key topic 2 William I in power:  securing the kingdom, 1066–87

Identifying causation

William’s refusal to allow the
marriage of Emma fitzOsbern
and Ralph
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Key topic 3 Norman England, 1066–88

3 Norman aristocracy
Norman aristocracy had many names – lords, barons, aristocrats, nobles. They
brought Norman ways with them and gradually many of these became part of the
way of life of the English.

3.1 The culture and language of the Norman
aristocracy
l
l

l

l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

l

The aristocracy spoke Norman-French, though may have learned some English.
Norman-French words were gradually absorbed into the Anglo-Saxon
language.
Norman-French became the language of teaching and of those high up in the
social hierarchy. The imposition of Norman-French was another symbol of
Norman superiority.
The Domesday Book (see page 26) was written in Norman-Latin.
The official written language of government and the Church was Latin.
The nobles liked to show off their wealth, to display their position in society.
Good food and clothing were symbols of their wealth.
Their favourite pastimes were hunting and gambling.
They had a code of honour and liked to display bravery and loyalty at all times.
They were generous to their knights.
Some Norman nobles learned to read and write.
Children of the wealthy were taught at cathedral schools or in monasteries.
There they learned Latin, music, mathematics, law, music and verse. Some girls
received a basic education.
Children of the Norman nobility were taught good manners and the boys
learned to ride and hunt from an early age.

3.2 Bishop Odo
l

l

l

l

l

l
l
l

l

l

Key terms
Disinherit  To prevent
an heir receiving money,
property or a title at the
death of the previous
holder
Papacy  The office of the
Pope

Revision task
l

l

Why do you think that
Latin was used so
widely?
What were the main
changes to the legal
system made by the
Normans?

Exam tip
Be careful with any dates
if there is a question
about Odo.
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l
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Odo was William’s half-brother. William made him Bishop of Bayeux when
Odo was about nineteen years old.
Odo financed about 100 ships for William’s invasion of England in 1066. Odo
fought at the Battle of Hastings.
William gave Odo large areas of land in England after the invasion. Only
William held more land than Odo. Odo was England’s richest tenant-in-chief.
He was made Earl of Kent in 1067 and ruled the county tyrannically. William
gave him the task of keeping the south-east safe and secure.
Odo was made regent on several occasions and sometimes shared the position
with Lanfranc.
As regent he helped to put down the revolt of the earls in 1075.
Odo’s forces attacked Northumbria after the Bishop of Durham was murdered.
He planned a military expedition to Italy in 1082, possibly to stake his claim
for the papacy.
Odo refused William’s request to return to England and was eventually taken
prisoner by William and imprisoned until 1087. William showed mercy and,
on his deathbed, decided to release Odo.
In 1088, Odo was a key figure in the rebellion against Rufus, William’s
successor. Odo was supported by many nobles who held land in Normandy
and England.
Rufus was able to avert the threat by making promises to the nobles. Odo was
exiled and disinherited.
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1 Below are an exam-style question, a mark
scheme and a paragraph written in answer to
the question. Read the answer and the mark
scheme and decide what mark you would give
the answer.

Mark scheme

Describe two features of the language of the Norman
aristocracy.

Marks
4

One mark for each valid feature
identified up to a maximum of two
features. The second mark awarded for
supporting information

STUDENT ANSWER
The first feature is that the Norman aristocracy spoke Norman-French.
The second feature is that teaching in schools was in Norman-French.
Mark

Reason _________________________________________________________________

Key topic 3 Norman England, 1066–88

You’re the examiner

________________________________________________________________________
2 Now write an answer that could gain 4 marks.

Focusing on the question
Below is an exam-style question.
Explain why Odo was important in Norman England in the
years 1066–88.
It is important that you make it clear in your answer
that you are focusing on the question. Look at the
paragraph below, which is part of an answer to the
question.

You may use the following in your answer:
n The Battle of Hastings
n Regent
You must also use information of your own.

One important reason for the importance of Odo was that he
helped William prepare for the invasion of England. His contribution
of ships greatly assisted William in moving his forces. Moreover, the
contribution was important for William because it saved him great
expense. In addition, Odo’s presence at Hastings as a leading Norman
encouraged others to help William and also guaranteed Odo’s status
during William’s reign.

The wording of the question
is used.
The information about Odo’s
provision of ships focuses
on contributing to William’s
victory.

Now write another paragraph in answer to the question.
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Exam focus

Question 2: Causation
Below is an example of a causation question which is worth 12 marks.
Explain why William of Normandy had secured the throne of England by the end
of 1066.
You may use the following information in your answer:
n Stamford Bridge
n The Godwinson family
You must also use information of your own.

How to answer
l

l

Look for the key points in the
question and underline them.
You can choose to write about the
two points given in the question but
you must include additional detail.

l

l

l

If you write about the events in the
question make sure you write about
at least three events. Including three
events is important because you
must bring in detail of your own.
Ensure that your events are in the
correct chronological sequence.
Ensure that you give detail about
each of the events you write about.

Below is a sample answer to this exam-style explain question with comments
around it.
William secured the throne by the end of 1066 because he was fortunate that

before the Battle of Hastings, his forces were able to rest and prepare for combat
after landing at Pevensey. This was in contrast to the forces of Harold which had
had to march from London and engage the armies of Tostig and Harald Hardrada
at Stamford Bridge. After victory there, they had to march south to face William
and his army. Thus, combat and two lengthy marches had taken their toll on

Using the words of the
question gives immediate
focus.
There is a developed analysis
of the information using
precise details.

Harold’s men, giving William a distinct advantage, and contributed to his victory

at Hastings. Victory at Hastings was gained as a result of several other factors,
notably the leadership of William and the way in which he used his forces. Once

victory had been gained, William was careful to emphasise to the population in a

clear and precise manner that he was now the rightful king and the false claimant
Harold was dead.

Victory at Hastings resulted in the death of not only Harold but also his brothers
and this helped William to secure the throne rather more easily than he had

expected. The deaths of several members of the Godwinson family – the most
powerful in England – meant that it was now a shadow of its former strength

and William need not fear it. A dead Harold meant that the strongest claimant to

A link is made between the
first and second points.
There is a developed
explanation of the second
point.

the throne was now out of the way and he could not be a focus for restoring to

the Crown. William decided on a strategy to prevent any restoration – a policy of
castle building.

Having won at Hastings, William secured his throne by building castles over the

southern part of England and near to London – a centre of population. The castles
would be visible symbols of William’s power and would be a deterrent to any noble
wishing to rebel. Moreover, William gave land to his Norman supporters and they

began to construct castles in their areas to secure not only their property but also
the Norman Conquest.

34

A link between the second
point and the newly
introduced third point is
made.
There is a developed analysis
of the point.
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Below is an exam-style explain question with part of a sample answer. It would be useful to look at this
answer ‘through the eyes’ of an examiner. The examiner will look for the following:
l events in the correct sequence
l clear links between events
l an explanation of each event.

Exam focus

‘Through the eyes’ of the examiner

You need to:
l Highlight words or phrases which show that the answer has focused on the question.
l Underline where attempts are made to show links between one event and the next.
l In the margin write a word or phrase which sums up each specific explanation as it appears.
Explain why William carried out the ‘harrying of the north’ in 1069–70.
You may use the following information in your answer.
n Rebellions
n Punishment
You must also use information of your own.

William carried out the ‘harrying of the north’ because of rebellions in the north and Midlands.
He put down trouble in the Midlands and the north in 1068 and built several castles (Warwick,
Nottingham, Lincoln). However, further trouble erupted in 1069 when the Norman garrison was
killed at Durham. In addition, another rebellion started and the rebels were helped by invading
Danes. William then marched north. He was concerned that the rebels and Danish allies might
disappear into the countryside and live off the land. He was determined to stop the continued
rebellions.
William had begun his reign by trying not to be too harsh but after several rebellions he seemed to
be running out of patience. Therefore, he sought to punish the rebels and let the population know
that he was unwilling to accept any further attempts to unsettle his reign. William was angry at
the population and their lords and was at pains to show the nobles as well as ordinary people that
he would not accept further challenges to his throne.

Adding a third cause
The answer above does not include a third reason. What would you choose as a third reason and why?
Try completing the answer, remembering to add details to support your chosen reason.
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